Abstract: Heterogeeities of the ventricular electrophysiology play a major role in the generation of the T-wave morphology and amplitude. The exact way of the distribution of electrophysiological differences is not known. In this work, a numerical approach is presented in which the excitation propagation of different heterogeneity distributions of I Ks are simulated and the multi-channel ECG is calculated. The ECG data are evaluated against measured ECGs. The most realistic configuration is a combination of transmural and apico-basal heterogeneity with 35% of Endo, 30% of M and 35% of Epi cells and an apico-basal gradient with a factor of 2. This specific setup has a correlation of around 90% and a root mean square error of around 0.0795.
Introduction
Electrophysiological heterogeneities cause differences in action potential duration (APD) in myocytes from different regions of the ventricles. In humans particularly heterogeneities in I Ks play an important role [1] . These APD differences lead to dispersion of repolarization (DOR), which is commonly considered to be the reason for T-wave concordance i.e. R-peak and T-wave have the same polarity. Different types of dispersion have been reported. Transmural dispersion are through the wall of the ventricles, apicobasal dispersion are from apex to base and interventricular dispersion are from left to right ventricle [2] . Yet it is still controversially discussed to which extent these dispersion contribute to the genesis of the T-wave and which of them is predominant [3] . In a previous work [4] , we presented a numerical approach to simulate the impact of different measured heterogeneity combinations of I Ks on the generation of the T-wave. The aim of this work is to take the best configurations of the previous work and to adjust these heterogeneities further in order to better match measured multi-channel ECG data.
Methods
In this work, the density of I Ks was varied and heterogeneously distributed in different ways throughout the ventricles, creating different types of DOR. Activation and repolarization of the different heterogeneous I Ks distribution models were calculated using the Ten Tusscher model [5] of human ventricular electrophysiology in combination with the monodomain approach. An endocardial stimulation protocol was used to mimick Purkinje-muscle junctions and to activate the tissue in such a way that the simulated QRS complex matches the measured signal. The body surface potentials were calculated using the bidomain model on an anatomical model of a volunteer generated on the basis of MRI data. These simulated potentials were compared to 64-channel ECG data of the same volunteer to evaluate the realism of the calculated ECGs. The median correlation coefficient (CC) and the median root mean square error (RMSE) were calculated for the 64 electrode signals during the Twave for this evaluation. Details about the used models and methods can be found in [4] . In order to construct the different configurations of heterogeneous I Ks densities, the best configurations presented in [4] were adjusted further, so that 22 different setups were created. These setups consisted of transmural, apicobasal and diagonal heterogeneities as well as combination of these 3 types. Additionally, for some setups, the homogeneously distributed maximum conductivity of I Kr was reduced in order to increase the influence of I Ks on repolarization. The notation of these setups are:
• TMx_y: transmural setup containing x% Endo, y% M and (100-x-y)% Epi cells
• AxBy: apico-basal setup were g Ks was multiplied by scaling factors from x in the apex to y in the base
• dia_RV/LV: diagonal setup were g Ks was multiplied by scaling factors from 2 in RV and LV apex, respectively, to 1 in the opposite base ( Fig. 1 depicts dia_LV) • x%: setup were g Kr was reduced by x%
Results
The best resemblance between the simulated and the measured signals were represented by a large CC and a small RMSE. Results concerning CC were overall very satisfactory, reaching a median correlation of 93% in the best case and 80% in the worst. Table 1 presents the results in a descending order of CC. Setups with g Kr reduction often showed a higher CC, presenting the four setups with the highest values of this kind. On the whole, high correlation was achieved compared to the measured 64-channel ECG. This means that the T-wave morphology is matched well. The median CC could be increased from around 86% as presented in [4] (see Table 1 ) to more than 93%. The RMSE values were acceptable, although still a bit higher than in the previous work [4] . The RMSE value dipicts best the differences in signal amplitude. The g Kr -reduced group showed higher CCs. This interesting aspect enables us to better understand the generation of the T-wave, since it shows that varying not only g Ks but also g Kr has effects on the T-wave morphology. Reproducing the measured T-waves was a challenging task. Better approximations still have to be found, although some of the configurations led to satisfactory results. It is difficult to predict how different types of DOR affect the shape of the T-wave, specially regarding transmural setups, where the effects of moving M-cells closer to the epi-or the endocardium, or having a smaller amount of M-cells are still not very clear. When it comes to apico-basal setups, though, an increase in the gradient appears to cause an enlargement of the T-wave amplitude. All in-silico models produced a T-wave that was narrower than the real measurement. However a reduction in g Kr tended to increase the width without provoking a prominent alteration in the amplitude.
To decide which setup is best for future simulations, a balance between a good CC and RMSE has to be found in conjunction with realistic electrophysiological meaning. The g Kr -reduced group showed higher CCs than others but it is not clear if this disbalance between g Kr and g Ks is valid. The setups TM20_15_A2.25B1 and TM10_15_A2.25B1 also presented fairly high CCs but the RMSE was too large.
As we wanted to include combined heterogeneities, A2B1 was also discarded. As TM35_30_A2B1 shows a smaller RMSE for a similar CC compared to TM30_30_A2B1, this setup is the most preferred. Although none of the tested setups was able to reproduce the T-wave completely, a combined transmural and apicobasal setup with 35% of Endo, 30% of M and 35% of Epi cells was chosen due to its high CC and acceptable RMSE.
